
Be the First to Know When Your Website is Down
Your website is the face of your brand and a source for leads and revenue.  Therefore, 
the end user’s experience on your site must be positive.  Your customers can’t be your 
first line of defense.  

Webmetrics Basic Monitoring offers a view into your external performance, helping 
you ensure uptime and customer satisfaction.  Our Basic Monitoring solutions 
include simple uptime monitoring (verifying HTTP requests), as well as more powerful 
affordable solutions, utilizing real browsers, just like your customers use.  

Keep a Constant Eye on Performance –  
from Your Customers’ Perspective
Webmetrics Basic Monitoring accesses your site from outside your firewall to make 
sure it’s up and performing.  Any time a performance issue is detected, you receive an 
instant email alert with diagnostic information.  You can log in to your account to view 
further error details, pinpoint the problem, and get it fixed before your customers are 
impacted.  Screenshots of failures are captured to help you debug quickly and easily.

In addition to immediate problem resolution, Webmetrics Basic Monitoring allows 
you to optimize ongoing performance by providing information on your site trends.  
Performance charts help you identify looming issues and areas for improvement – 
fast. 

Get a More Accurate View of Performance –
with Real Browser Monitoring
Webmetrics Basic Monitoring includes both a simple up/down checker that lets you 
know if your site is available, and a more robust solution, which uses a real Firefox® 
browser to access your site from various global locations.  

The use of real browsers allows you to check that individual objects are responding, 
but also to functionally verify that your website is working from end-to-end. This 
includes ensuring that 3rd party components such as advertisements, gadgets, 
analytics, and Content Delivery Networks don’t adversely affect your website.

For more information, please visit www.webmetrics.com
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About Neustar® Webmetrics®

Neustar, Inc. (NYSE: NSR) solves complex communications challenges and provides market-leading, innovative solutions and 
directory services that enable trusted communication across networks, applications, and enterprises around the world. Neustar 
Webmetrics services provide website monitoring and testing for companies that want to ensure online performance, competitive 
advantage, and a positive end-user experience.  Visit us at www.neustar.biz and www.webmetrics.com.

Monitor Complex Sites and Applications – 
with Advanced Selenium Scripting 
As part of Webmetrics’ advanced real browser support, you have access to a rich API 
based on top of the popular open source browser automation framework Selenium. 
If you already have Selenium tests written, you can easily import them to use for 
monitoring.

For more advanced behavior, such as monitoring complex Ajax applications, you can 
leverage our JavaScript-based programming language to interact with Adobe® Flash®, 
randomize interactions, or read data from a CSV file.  No other monitoring service 
provides such a rich and advanced API.

The Right Solution for Your Site
Our affordable line of Basic Monitoring solutions includes:

• Basic Monitoring: utilizes a real browser, provides access to rich APIs, and 
includes full page breakdowns of page elements

• Basic Uptime Monitoring: simply checks HTTP requests to let you know if your 
URL is up or down

Interested in testing us out? A limited free service is also available.  
Visit Webmetrics.com to sign up today.

Ready to get started? Call now for more information +1 877-524-8299
Online: www.Webmetrics.com  |  Email: Sales@Webmetrics.com
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